
FrogGate FrogKiosk FrogLPR
FrogGate is a parking barrier that is 

proud to boast world-first technology. 
Not only does the FrogGate self-reset 

upon impact, this highly reliable gate is 
also extremely low liability as it has 

inbuilt safety lasers that will stop the 
barrier arm moving if a person or vehicle 

is within the impact zone. 

The FrogLPR license plate reader is our solution
to optimizing entry & exit to your parking lot, 
under any lighting condition, with a variety of
payment options. Let privacy concerns be a

thing of the past, as this LPR converts license
plate to text and securely sends it to the cloud.

Any images are deleted locally to keep
information secure in anticipation for future

changes to security laws.

Setting itself apart as the most
payment-versatile kiosk available, the

FrogKiosk goes beyond payWave
contactless payments. The FrogKiosk also
supports Apple Pay and Google Pay, with
the flexibility to explore additional options

such as WeChat and Ali-Pay-enabled
mobile payments. Entry, exit and walk-up

options available.

Increase in entry & 
exit times since install*

Increase in cashless 
payments since install*

Reduction in associated 
administrative tasks*

Increase in revenue since 
installation*

21% 89% 81% 21%

Access & Revenue Control System
For Seamless Entry and Exit

Our Access and Revenue Control system is set-apart from 
anything else in the market. Tailored to your specifications, 

complete with your logo and aligned with your brand colors, this 
fully customized solution showcases innovation at its finest.

All Frogparking solutions include a customizable dashboard offering comprehensive insights into your parking asset. This real-time dashboard 
provides unique information about driver trends, behaviors, and preferences, along with tailored reports covering technical, operational, and 
revenue collection data. Our dashboard facilitates effortless decision-making, allowing immediate surge pricing, optimizing revenue and 
maximizing the potential of your park asset. 
*Averages based off 2022 overall client data.  
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